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Abstract. Several real world applications require planners that dealwith non-
deterministic domains and with temporally extended goals.Recent research is
addressing this planning problem. However, the ability of dealing in practice with
large state spaces is still an open problem. In this paper we describe a planning al-
gorithm for extended goals that makes use of BDD-based symbolic model check-
ing techniques. We implement the algorithm in the MBP planner, evaluate its ap-
plicability experimentally, and compare it with existing tools and algorithms. The
results show that, in spite of the difficulty of the problem, MBP deals in practice
with domains of large size and with goals of a certain complexity.

1 Introduction

Research in classical planning has focused on the problem ofproviding algorithms that
can deal with large state spaces. However, in some application domains (like robotics,
control, and space applications) classical planners are difficult to apply, due to restric-
tive assumptions on the planning problem they are designed (and highly customized)
for. Restrictive assumptions that result from practical experiences are, among others,
the hypotheses about the determinism of the planning domainand the fact that goals
are sets of final desired states (reachability goals). Several recent works address either
the problem of planning for reachability goals innon-deterministic domains(see for
instance [7, 15, 3, 10]), or the problem of planning fortemporally extended goalsthat
define conditions on the whole execution paths (see for instance [8, 1]). Very few works
in planning relax both the restrictions on deterministic domains and on reachability
goals, see, e.g., [11, 14]. These works show that planning for temporally extended goals
in non-deterministic domains is theoretically feasible ina rather general framework.
However, they leave open the problem of dealing in practice with the large state spaces
that are a characteristic of most real world applications. Indeed, the combination of
the two aspects of non-determinism and temporally extendedgoals makes the problem
of plan generation significantly more difficult than considering one of the two aspects
separately. From the one side, planning for temporally extended goals requires gen-
eral synthesis algorithms that cannot be customized and optimized to the special case
of reachability goals. From the other side, compared to planning for extended goals in
deterministic domains, the planner has to take into accountthe fact that temporal prop-
erties must be checked on all the execution paths that resultfrom the non-deterministic
outcomes of actions. These two factors makepractical planning for extended goals in
largenon-deterministic domains an open and challenging problem.

In this paper we address this problem. The starting point is the work presented
in [14], which provides a theoretical framework for planning in non-deterministic do-
mains. In [14], goals are formulas in the CTL temporal logic [9]. CTL provides the abil-
ity to express goals that take into account the fact that a plan may non-deterministically
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result in many possible different executions and that some requirements can be enforced
on all the possible executions, while others may be enforcedonly on some executions.
In order to show that planning for CTL goals is feasible theoretically, [14] presents a
planning algorithm that searches through an explicit representation of the state-space.
This however limits its applicability to trivial examples.In this paper we describe in
detail a novel planning algorithm based on symbolic model checking techniques, and
evaluate it experimentally. The algorithm is a major departure from that presented in
[14], both theoretically and practically. Theoretically,while [14] is an explicit-state
depth-first forward search, the algorithm presented here isformulated directly by us-
ing symbolic model checking techniques. Starting from the goal formula, it builds an
automaton that is then used to control the symbolic search onsets of states. From the
practical point of view, the algorithm opens up the possibility to scale-up to large state
spaces. We implement the algorithm in the MBP planner [2], and provide an extensive
experimental evaluation. The experiments show that planning in such a general setting
can still be done in practice in domains of significant dimensions, e.g., domains with
more than108 states, and with goals of a certain complexity. We compare MBP with
SIM PLAN [11], a planner based on explicit-state search, and show thesignificant bene-
fits of planning based on symbolic model checking w.r.t. explicit-state techniques. We
also compare the algorithm for extended goals with the MBP algorithms presented in
[6, 7], that have been customized to deal with reachability goals. The general algorithm
for extended goals introduces a rather low overhead, in spite of the fact that it deals with
a much more general problem.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the basic definitions on plan-
ning for extended goals in non-deterministic domains. The core of the paper are Sec-
tions 3 and 4. The former presents the planning algorithm, while the latter describes its
implementation in the MBP planner and shows the experimental evaluation. Finally,
Section 5 draws some conclusions and discusses related work.

2 Non-Deterministic Domains, Extended Goals and Plans

In this section we recall briefly the basic definitions for planning with extended goals
in non-deterministic domains. See [14] for examples and further explanations.

Definition 1. A (non-deterministic) planning domainD is a tuple(B;Q;A;!), whereB is the finite set of (basic) propositions,Q � 2B is the set of states,A is the finite
set of actions, and! � Q � A � Q is the transition relation. We writeq a! q0 for(q; a; q0) 2 !.

The transition relation describes how an action leads from one state to possibly many
different states. We require that relation! is total, i.e., for everyq 2 Q there is somea 2 A andq0 2 Q such thatq a! q0. We denote withAt(q) �= fa : 9q0: q a! q0g the

set of the actions that can be performed in stateq, and withExe(q; a) �= fq0 : q a! q0g
the set of the states that can be reached fromq performing actiona 2 At(q).
Definition 2. LetB be the set of basic propositions of a domainD and letb 2 B. The
syntax of an(extended) goalg for D is the following:g ::= > j ? j b j :b j g ^ g j g_g j AX g j EX g jA(gU g) j E(gU g) j A(gW g) j E(gW g):
We define the following abbreviations:AF g = A(>U g), EF g = E(>U g), AG =A(gW?), andEF = E(gW?).
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Extended goals are expressed with CTL formulas. CTL allows us to express goals that
take into account non-determinism. For instance, it is possible to express the different
forms of reachability goals considered in [6, 7]: the goalEF b requires plans to have
a chance of reaching a set of final desired states whereb holds (“weak” planning),AF b requires plans that are guaranteed to achieve the goal (“strong” planning), andA(EF bW b) requires plans that try to achieve the goal with iterative trial-and-error
strategies (“strong-cyclic” planning). We can express also different kinds of maintain-
ability goals, e.g.,AG g (“maintaing”), AG:g (“avoid g”), EG g (“try to maintaing”),EG:g (“try to avoid g”), andAGEF g (“always maintain a possibility to reachg”).
Moreover, reachability and maintainability requirementscan be combined, like in the
cases ofAFAG g (“reach a set of states whereg can be maintained”). See [14] for a
larger set of examples of extended goals that can be expressed in CTL.

In order to satisfy extended goals, we need to consider plansthat are strictly more
expressive than plans that simply map states of the world to actions to be executed, like
universal plans [16], memory-less policies [3], and state-action tables [6, 7]. In the case
of temporally extended goals, actions to be executed may also depend on the “internal
state” of the executor, which can take into account, e.g., previous execution steps. More
precisely, a plan can be defined in terms of anaction functionthat, given a state and
anexecution contextencoding the internal state of the executor, specifies the action to
be executed, and in terms of acontext functionthat, depending on the action outcome,
specifies the next execution context.

Definition 3. A plan for a domainD is a tuple� = (C; 0; act; ctxt), whereC is a set
of (execution) contexts,0 2 C is the initial context, act: Q � C * A is the action
function, and ctxt: Q� C �Q* C is the context function.

If we are in stateq and in execution context, thenact(q; ) returns the action to be
executed by the plan, whilectxt(q; ; q0) associates to each reached stateq0 the new
execution context. Functionsactandctxtmay be partial, since some state-context pairs
are never reached in the execution of the plan.

The execution of a plan results in a change in the current state and in the current
context. It can therefore be described in terms of transitions between state-context pairs,
like (q; ) a! (q0; 0). Due to the non-determinism of the domain, a plan may lead to
an infinite number of different executions. In [14] a finite presentation of all possible
executions is obtained by defining anexecution structure. It is a Kripke structure [9]
whose set of states is the set state-context pairs, and whosetransitions are the transitions
of the plan. According to [14], a plan satisfies a goalg if CTL formula g holds on the
execution structure corresponding to the plan.

3 The Symbolic Planning Algorithm

A planning problem requires to build a plan that satisfies thegoal and is compatible with
the given domain (i.e., it is executable). The algorithm we propose works by building an
automaton, called thecontrol automatonthat is used to guide the search of a plan. The
states of the control automaton are the contexts of the plan that is being built, and the
transitions represent the possible evolutions of the contexts when actions are executed.
Control automata are strictly related to the tree automata proposed in [12] as the basic
structure for performing CTL synthesis. The outline of the symbolic planning algorithm
is the following:
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function symbolic-plan(g0) : Plan
aut := build-aut(g0)
assoc:= build-assoc(aut)
plan := extract-plan(aut; assoc)
return plan

It works in three main steps. In the first step,build-aut constructs the control automa-
ton for the given goal. In the second step,build-assocexploits the control automaton
to guide the symbolic exploration of the domain, and associates a set of states in the
planning domain to each state in the control automaton. Intuitively, these are the states
for which a plan exists from the given context. In the third step,extract-planconstructs
a plan by exploiting the information on the states associated to the contexts.
Control automata.Control automata are the key element for the definition of theplan-
ning algorithm.

Definition 4. A control automatonis a tupleA = (C; 0; T; R), where:
– C is the set of control states (or contexts), and0 2 C is the initial control state.
– T : C ! P(Prop(B) � P(C) � C) is the transition function, where Prop(B) is

any propositional formula constructed from basic propositionsb 2 B.
– R = fB1; : : : ; Bng, withBi � C, is the set of thered blocksof the automaton.

The transitions inT () describe the different valid evolutions from context. For each(P;Es;A) 2 T (), componentP constrains the states where the transitions is appli-
cable, while componentsEs andA describe the contexts that must hold in the next
states, according to the transition. More precisely, each contextE 2 Es must hold for
“some” of the next states, whileA defines the context that must hold for “all the other”
next states. The distinction between contextsEs and contextA is necessary in the case
of non-deterministic domain, since it permits to distinguish between behaviors that the
plan should enforce on all next states, or only on some of them.

ComponentR defines conditions on the valid infinite executions of a plan.These co-
incide with the so called “acceptance conditions” of automata theory [13]. Acceptance
conditions are necessary to distinguish the control statesof a plan where the execution
can persist forever from the control states that should be left eventually in order to allow
for a progress in the fulfillment of the goal. More precisely,a given red blockB 2 R
is used to represent all the control states in which the execution is trying to reach or
achieve a given condition. If an execution of a plan persistsinsideB, then the condition
is never reached, the execution is not accepted and the plan is not valid. If a control state
does not appear in any red block, then it corresponds to a situation where only safety or
maintainability goals have to be fulfilled, so no progress isrequired.
Construction of the control automata.We now define how the control automaton is
constructed from the goal.

Definition 5. The control automatonA = build-aut(g0) is built according to rules:

– 0 = [g0℄ 2 C.

– If [g1; : : : ; gn℄ 2 C then, for each(P;EX;AX) 2 progr(g1 ^ � � � ^ gn) and for
each partitionfEX1; : : : ; EXng ofEX :( P ; forder-goals(AX [ EXi) : i = 1::ng ; order-goals(AX) ) 2 T ():
Moreover,order-goals(AX [ EXi) 2 C for i = 1::n andorder-goals(AX) 2 C.

– For each strong until subgoalg of g0, letBg = f 2 C : head() = gg; if Bg 6= ;,
thenBg 2 R.
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Each state of the control automaton corresponds to an ordered list of subgoals, rep-
resenting those subgoals that the executor should currently achieve. The order of the
subgoals represents their priorities. Indeed, there are situations in which it is necessary
to distinguish control states that correspond to the same subgoals according to their pri-
orities. Consider for instance the case of goalgAG = AG(AF p ^ AF q), that requires
to keep achieving both conditionp and conditionq. Two different contexts generated
in the construction of the control automaton for this goal are [AF p;AF q; gAG ℄ and[AF q;AF p; gAG ℄. They have the same subgoals, but the first one gives priorityto goalAF p, while the second one gives priority to goalAF q. By switching between the two
contexts, the plan guarantees that both the conditionsp andq are achieved infinitely of-
ten. In general, the first goalhead() in a context is the goal with the highest priority,
and it is the goal that the planning algorithm is trying to achieve first.

In order to be able to define the priority of the subgoals we need to distinguish three
categories of formulas: thestrong untilgoals (A( U ) andE( U )), the weak until
goals (A( W ) andE( W )), and thetransientgoals (AX , EX , _ , and ^ ). A
transient goal is “resolved” in one step, independently from their priority: prefixesAX
andEX , for instance, express conditions only on the next execution step. Weak until
goals are allowed to hold forever, without being resolved. Therefore, we assign a low
priority to transient and weak until goals. Strong until goals must be instead eventually
resolved for the plan to be valid. We assign a high priority tothese goals, and, among
the strong until goals, we give priority to the goals that areactive since more steps.
Namely, the longer a strong until goal stays active and unresolved, the “more urgent”
the goal becomes. In Definition 5 the ordering of subgoalssg is performed by function
order-goals(sg; ). The input context represents the list of the subgoals in the old
context; it is necessary to determine the priority among thestrong until goals that are
already active in the old context.

One of the key steps in the construction of the transition function of a control au-
tomaton is the functionprogr. It associates to each goalg the conditions thatg defines
on the current state and on the next states to be reached, according to the CTL seman-
tics. This is obtained by unrolling the weak and strong untiloperators, as shown by the
following rules:

– progr(A(gU g0)) = (progr(g) ^ AXA(gU g0)) _ progr(g0) and
progr(E(gU g0)) = (progr(g) ^ EXE(gU g0)) _ progr(g0);

– progr(A(gW g0)) = (progr(g) ^ AXA(gW g0)) _ progr(g0) and
progr(E(gW g0)) = (progr(g) ^ EXE(gW g0)) _ progr(g0).

Functionprogr commutes with the other operators: e.g.,progr(g ^ g0) = progr(g) ^
progr(g0). For instance,progr(AG p) = p^AXAG p, progr(EF q) = q_EXEF p, and
progr(AG p^EF q) = (p^q^AXAG p)_(p^AXAG p^EXEF q). We can assume
that formulaprogr(g) is written in disjunctive normal form, as in the examples above.
Each disjunct corresponds to an alternative evolution of the domain, i.e., to alternative
plans we can search for. Each disjunct consists of the conjunction of three kinds of
formulas, the propositional onesb and:b, those of the formEX f , and those of the
formAXh. In the algorithm, we make this structure explicit and representprogr(g) as
a set of triples

progr(g) = f(Pi; EXi; AXi) j i 2 Ig:
wherep 2 Pi are the propositional formulas of thei-th disjunct ofprogr(g), andf 2EXi (h 2 AXi) if EX f (AXh) belongs to thei-th disjunct.
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In the case the componentEX of a disjunct(P;EX;AX) contains more than one
subgoal, the generation of the control automaton has to takeinto account that there are
different ways to distribute the subgoals inEX to the set of next states. For instance,
if set EX contains two subgoals, then we can require that both the subgoals hold in
the same next state, or that they hold in two distinct next states. In the general case,
any partitionEX1; : : : ; EXn of the subgoals inEX corresponds to a possible way to
associate the goals to the next states. Namely, for eachi = 1::n, there must be some
next state where subgoalsAX [EXi hold. In all the other states, subgoals inAX must
hold.

A plan for a given goal is not valid if it allows for executionswhere a strong until
goals becomes eventually active and is then never resolved.In order to represent these
undesired behaviors, the construction of the automaton generates a red blockBg for
each set of contexts that share the same “higher-priority” strong until goalg.

Associating states to contexts.Once the control automaton for a goalg0 is built, the
planning algorithm proceeds by associating to each contextin the automaton a set of
states in the planning domain. The association is built by functionbuild-assoc:

1 function build-assoc(aut) : Assoc
2 foreach 2 aut:C do assoc[℄ := Q
3 green-block:= f 2 C : 8B 2 aut:R :  62 Bg
4 blocks := aut:R [ fgreen-blockg
5 while (9B 2 blocks : need-refinement(B)) do
6 if B 2 aut:R then foreach 2 B do assoc[℄ := ;
7 while (9 2 B : need-update()) do
8 assoc[℄ := update-ctxt(aut; assoc; )
9 return assoc

The algorithm starts with an optimistic association, that assigns all the statesQ in the
domain to each context (line 2). The association is then iteratively refined. At every
iteration of the loop (lines 5-8), a block of contexts is chosen, and the corresponding
associations are updated. Those states are removed from theassociation, from which
the algorithm discovers that the goals in the context are notsatisfiable. The algorithm
terminates when a fixpoint is reached, that is, whenever no further refinement of the
association is possible: in this case, functionneed-refinement(B) at line 5 evaluates
to false for eachB 2 blocks and the guard of thewhile fails. The chosen block of
contexts may be either one of the red blocks, or the block of states that are not in any
red block (this is the “green” block of the automaton). In thecase of the green block,
the refinement step must guarantee only that all the states associated to the contexts are
“safe”: that is, they never lead to contexts where the goal cannot be achieved anymore.
This refinement (lines 7-8) is obtained by choosing a contextin the green block and by
“refreshing” the corresponding set of states (functionupdate-ctxt). Once the fixpoint
is reached and all the refresh steps on the states inB do not change the association
(i.e., no context inB needs updates), the loop at lines 7-8 is left, and another block is
chosen. In the case of a red block, not only does the refinementguarantee that the states
in the association are “safe”, but also that the contexts in the red block are eventually
left. Indeed, as we have seen, executions that persist forever in the control states of a
red block are not valid. To this purpose, the sets of states associated to the red-block
are initially emptied (line 6). Then, iteratively, one of the control states in the red-
block is chosen, and its association is updated (lines 7-8).In this way, a least fixpoint is
computed for the states associated to the red block.
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The core step ofbuild-associs functionupdate-ctxt(aut; assoc; ). It takes as input
the automaton,aut= (C; 0; T; R), the current association of statesassocand a context 2 C, and returns the new set of states to be associated to.

update-ctxt(aut; assoc; ) �= �q 2 Q :9a 2 A; 9(P;Es;A) 2 T ()q 2 states-of(P ) ^(q; a) 2 strong-pre-image(assoc[A℄) ^(q; a) 2 multi-weak-pre-image(fassoc[E℄ : E 2 Esg)	:
For a state to be associated to the context, the next states corresponding to the execution
of some actiona 2 A should satisfy the transition conditions of the automaton.Let us
consider an actiona and an element(P;Es;A) 2 T (). FormulaP describes condi-
tions on the current states. Only those states that satisfy propertyP are valid (conditionq 2 states-of(P )).A is the context that should be reached for “all the other” nextstates,
i.e., for all the next states not associated with any contextin Es. Since all the contexts
in Es contain a superset of the goals in contextA, we check, without loss of generality,
thatall the next states are valid for contextA. In order to satisfy this constraint, function
strong-pre-imageis exploited on the setassoc[A℄ of states that are associated to contextA. Functionstrong-pre-image(Q) returns the state-action pairs that guarantee to reach
states inQ:

strong-pre-image(Q) �= f(q; a) : a 2 At(q) ^ Exe(q; a) � Qg:
SetEs contains the contexts that must be reached for some next states. To satisfy this
constraint, functionmulti-weak-pre-imageis called on the setfassoc[E℄ : E 2 Esg
whose elements are the sets of states that are associated to the contexts inEs. Function
multi-weak-pre-imagereturns the state-action pairs that guarantee to cover all the sets
of states received in input:

multi-weak-pre-image(Qs) �=f(q; a) : a 2 At(q) ^ 9i : Qs 7! Exe(q; a) : 8Q 2 Qs : i(Q) 2 Qg:
This function can be seen as a generalization of functionweak-pre-image(Q), that
computes the state-action pairs that may lead to a state inQ: weak-pre-image(Q) =f(q; a) : Exe(q; a) \ Q 6= ;g. Indeed, in functionmulti-weak-pre-image(Qs) an in-
jective map is required to exist from theQs to the next states obtained by the execution
of the state-action pair. This map guarantees that there is at least one next state in each
set of states isQs. We remark that functionupdate-ctxtis the critical step of the algo-
rithm, in terms of performance. Indeed, this is the step where the domain is explored to
compute pre-images of sets of states. BDD-based symbolic techniques [4] are exploited
in this step to obtain a compact representation of the sets ofstates associated to the
contexts, and to allow for an efficient exploration of the domain.

Extracting the planOnce the associationassocfrom contexts to sets of states is built
for automatonaut, a plan can be easily obtained. The set of contexts for the plan coin-
cides with the set of contexts of the control automatonaut. The information necessary
to define functionsactandctxt is implicitly computed during the execution of the func-
tion build-assoc. Indeed, functionsupdate-ctxtandmulti-weak-pre-imagedetermine,
respectively, the actionact(q; ) to be performed from a given stateq in a given context, and the next execution contextctxt(q; ; q0) for any possible next stateq0. A plan can
thus be obtained from a given assignment by executing one more step of the refinement
function and by collecting these information.
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4 Experimental Evaluation

We have implemented the planning algorithm inside the MBP planner. MBP [2] is built
on top of a state-of-the-art symbolic model checker, NUSMV [5]. Further information
on MBP can be found athttp://sra.itc.it/tools/mbp/.

The experimental evaluation is designed to test the scalability of the approach, both
in terms of the size of the domain and in terms of the complexity of the goal. In the
experiments we also draw a comparison with planning algorithms for extended goals
based on an explicit-state exploration of the domain, and inparticular with SIM PLAN .
SIM PLAN [11] implements different approaches to planning in non-deterministic do-
mains. We focus on the logic-based planning component, where extended goals can be
expressed in (an extension of) Linear Temporal Logic (LTL).LTL formulas can be used
in SIM PLAN to describe user-defined, domain- and goal-dependent control strategies,
that can provide aggressive pruning of the search space. In the experiments we test the
performance of SIM PLAN with and without strategies. Another important comparison
term are the algorithms provided by MBP for the specific case of reachability goals
[6, 7]. Some of the experiments are designed to evaluate the overhead of the general
algorithm for extended goals w.r.t. the optimized algorithms.

We consider the “robot delivery” planning domain, first described in [11]. This do-
main describes a building, composed by 8 rooms connected by 7doors. A robot can
move from room to room, picking up and putting down objects. Some rooms in the
domain may be designed as “producer” and as “consumer” rooms: an object of a cer-
tain type can disappear if positioned in the corresponding consumer room, and can then
reappear in one of the producer rooms. Furthermore, in orderto add non-determinism
to the system, some of the doors may be designed to close without intervention of the
robot: they are called “kid-doors” in [11].

The experiments have been performed on a Pentium III 700 MHz with 4 Gb RAM
of memory running Linux. The time limit was set to 1 hour (3600seconds). All the
experiments have been run on 5 random instances. In the tables, we report the average
time required to complete. In the case of MBP, the reported times include also the pre-
processing time necessary in MBP to build the symbolic representation of the planning
domain. In the case only some of the instances terminate in the time limit, we report
the average on the instances that terminate and the numbert of terminated instances as[t=5℄. If all the instances of an experiment do not terminate, the corresponding cell is
left empty.

The first two experiments coincide with the experiments proposed in [11].Experi-
ment 1 consists in moving objects into given rooms and then maintain them there. No
producer and consumer rooms are present in this experiment.We fix the number of ob-
jects present in the domain to 5. The numbern of objects to be moved ranges from 1 to
5, while the numberk of kid-doors ranges from 0 to 7. The CTL goal is the following:AFAG(in(obj1; room1) ^ � � � ^ in(objn; roomn)):
Experiment 2 consists in reactively delivering produced objects to the corresponding
consumer room. The numberp of producer and consumer rooms ranges 1 to 4, while
the numberk of kid-doors ranges form 0 to 7. The CTL goal is the following:AG �^i=1::p in(obji; prodi)! AF (in(obji; consi))�
The results of these two experiments are reported in Tables 1and 2 for MBP, for SIM -
PLAN with control strategies (SIM PLAN with CS), and for SIM PLAN without control
formulas (SIM PLAN w/o CS). MBP and SIM PLAN exhibit complementary behaviors
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MBP SIM PLAN with CS SIM PLAN w/o CS
n = 1 n = 2 n = 3 n = 4 n = 5 n = 1 n = 2 n = 3 n = 4 n = 5 n = 1 n = 2 n = 3

k = 0 0.7 3.4 22.1 143.9 1094.6 0.5 0.7 1.2 1.6 1.7 311.9 1145.8 -
[1/5]

k = 1 0.7 4.5 33.7 195.3 1219.6 1.0 1.9 6.3 4.8 9.1 106.5 0.5 -
[2/5] [1/5]

k = 2 0.8 5.0 38.9 275.1 1648.2 8.4 11.4 11.5 116.7 128.6 - - -
[4/5]

k = 3 0.8 6.4 41.2 276.9 2163.2 16.0 40.1 378.9 727.0 - - - -
[2/5] [4/5] [3/5] [3/5]

k = 4 1.0 5.6 45.7 336.9 2185.3 22.2 1478.5 275.7 - - - - -
[3/5] [3/5] [2/5]

k = 5 1.2 7.8 43.4 350.2 1866.1 680.5 352.8 420.1 - - - - -
[3/5] [2/5] [1/5]

k = 6 1.2 8.8 52.1 426.2 2505.1 1143.2 - - - - - - -
[3/5] [4/5]

k = 7 1.4 9.4 42.7 303.3 2886.1 - - - - - - - -
[2/5]

Table 1.Results of Experiment 1.

MBP SIM PLAN with CS SIM PLAN w/o CS
p = 1 p = 2 p = 3 p = 4 p = 1 p = 2 p = 3 p = 4 p = 1 p = 2 p = 3 p = 4

k = 0 0.0 6.4 124.6 2053.6 0.3 2.4 28.7 303.6 33.2 721.1 - -
[4/5] [1/5]

k = 1 0.0 6.1 137.6 2426.9 0.8 15.1 360.2 309.8 9.2 17.8 - -
[3/5] [2/5] [1/5]

k = 2 0.0 6.3 112.5 2684.1 15.0 63.0 918.0 - - - - -
[4/5] [1/5]

k = 3 0.0 5.6 123.1 2063.1 245.7 3289.8 - - - - - -
[1/5]

k = 4 0.1 12.8 130.6 2325.5 12.2 - - - - - - -
[3/5]

k = 5 0.1 11.3 140.6 2944.9 1386.9 - - - - - - -
[1/5]

k = 6 0.1 7.9 130.3 2940.2 1104.6 - - - - - - -
[3/5] [1/5]

k = 7 0.1 12.4 140.8 2703.2 1.8 - - - - - - -
[1/5]

Table 2.Results of Experiment 2.

in these tests. The performance of MBP is left rather unaffected when kid-doors are
added, but the time required to find a plan grows exponentially in the numbern of
objects to be moved and in the numberp of producer rooms. SIM PLAN with control
strategies scales linearly with respect to the numbern of objects, and behaves better
than MBP also when the numberp of producer rooms grows. SIM PLAN , however, suf-
fers remarkably when kid-doors are added to the domain.

Some remarks are in order on the different behaviors of the two systems in the first
experiment in the case the numbern of objects to be moved grows. The number of steps
that the robot must perform grows linearly in the number of objects, while the number of
interesting states of the planning domain grows exponentially. MBP searches for a plan
for all the states in the domain. This explains its exponential grow. The search control
strategies in SIM PLAN , instead, prune most of the search space, at least in the caseno
kid-doors are present. The plan is therefore built in lineartime w.r.t. its length. When
the search control strategies are disallowed in SIM PLAN , a larger portion of the state
space should be explored, and the performance becomes much worse. Indeed, plans are
found in the time limit only for very small values of parametersk, n, andp.

Experiment 3 is designed to compare the performance of the general extended-
goals planning algorithm of MBP with the optimized algorithms provided by MBP
for reachability goals. In this case, the robot is required to reach a state where a goal
condition is satisfied. The goal conditions have the following form:p = in(obj1; room1) ^ � � � ^ in(objn; roomn):
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k = 0 k = 7
n = 1 n = 2 n = 3 n = 4 n = 5 n = 1 n = 2 n = 3 n = 4 n = 5AF p 0.7 3.8 26.9 160.2 1316.3 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.4

Strong 0.4 2.3 16.1 139.5 766.8 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.4
SIM PLAN with CS 0.4 0.7 1.2 1.6 2.1 - - - - -
SIM PLAN w/o CS - - - - - - - - - -A(EF pW p) 1.3 9.9 46.1 601.6 2547.3 2.3 12.9 75.0 589.8 -
SC-Global 0.6 3.6 26.0 266.6 1253.3 1.1 5.0 39.9 238.6 1880.6
SC-Local 0.2 1.3 9.3 111.1 615.1 2.1 15.3 152.8 1525.8 -

Table 3.Results of Experiment 3.

We consider three optimized algorithms for reachability goals. The first algorithm tries
to buildStrongplans, i.e., plans that reach conditionp despite non-determinism. It cor-
responds to temporally extended goalAF p. The other algorithms try to buildStrong-
Cyclicplans by exploiting two different approaches, theGlobaland theLocalapproach
described in [6]. We recall from Section 2 that a strong-cyclic plan defines a trial-and-
error strategy, corresponding to the temporally extended goal A(EF pW p). Strong-
cyclic plans cannot be expressed in SIM PLAN : indeed, SIM PLAN is not able to express
those goals that require a combination of universal and existential path quantifiers.

Strong-cyclic plans are interesting in the cases where strong plans do not exist due
to the non-determinism in the domain. In order to allow for such situations, in this
experiment we use a variant of the robot delivery domain, where the robot may fail to
open a kid-door. (In the original domain, the robot always succeeds in opening a door;
kid can close it again only from the next round.) If a kid-dooris on the route of the
robot, no strong plan exists for that problem: the robot can only try to open the door
until it succeeds.

The results of this experiment are shown in Table 3. We reportonly the case of 0
kid-doors (where strong plans always exist), and the case of7 kid-doors (where strong
plans never exist). In all the cases, the numbern of objects to be moved ranges from
1 to 5. The upper part of the table covers the “strong” reachability planning problem
and compares the optimized MBP algorithm (Strong), the general algorithm on goalAF p, and, for completeness, SIM PLAN . In the casek = 7, the times in Table 3 are
those required by MBP to report that no strong plan exists. The lower part of the ta-
ble considers the “strong-cyclic” reachability planning problem and compares the two
strong-cyclic algorithms of MBP (SC-Global and SC-Local) and the general MBP al-
gorithm on goalA(EF pW p). The experiment shows that the generic algorithm for
temporally extended goals compares quite well with respectto the optimized algorithms
provided by MBP. Indeed, the generic algorithm requires about twice the time needed
by the optimized algorithm in the case of the strong plans andabout2:5� the time
of the optimized “global” algorithms for the strong-cyclicplanning. The “local” algo-
rithm behaves better than the generic algorithm (and than the “global” one) in the case
a strong plan exists, i.e.,k = 0; it behaves worse in the case no plan exists, i.e.,k = 7.
This difference in the performances of the MBP algorithms derives from the overhead
introduced in the generic algorithm by the need of managing generic goals, and from
the optimizations present in the specific algorithms. For instance, the Strong and SC-
Local algorithms stop when a plan is found for all the initialstates, while the generic
algorithm stops only when a fixpoint is reached.

Experiment 4 tests the scalability of the algorithm w.r.t. the complexity of the goal.
In particular, we consider the case of sequential reachability goals in the modified do-
main of Experiment 3. Given a sequencep1; : : : ; pt of conditions to be reached, withpi = in(obji;1; roomi;1) ^ � � � ^ in(obji;n; roomi;n);
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k = 0 k = 7
t = 1 t = 2 t = 3 t = 4 t = 5 t = 6 t = 1 t = 2 t = 3 t = 4 t = 5 t = 6AF 35.1 97.5 158.7 196.1 197.9 290.4 0.3 0.5 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.8

SIM PLAN with CS 1.2 2.9 4.2 6.8 7.8 11.5 - - - - - -
SIM PLAN w/o CS - - - - - - - - - - - -A(EF W ) 128.1 195.1 307.7 358.0 583.0 632.4 151.3 279.8 342.8 544.0 642.9 799.4

Table 4.Results of Experiment 4.

we consider the “strong” sequential reachability planningproblemsAF (p1 ^AF (p2 ^ � � �AF (pt)))
and the “strong-cyclic” sequential reachability planningproblemA(EF (p1 ^ � � �A(EF ptW pt))W(p1 ^ � � �A(EF ptW pt))):
In Table 4 we present the outcomes of the experiment. In the strong case, we present
the results also for SIM PLAN . In the strong-cyclic case a comparison is not possible,
as SIM PLAN is not able to represent this kind of goals. The numbern of objects is set
to 3, while the nesting levelt ranges from 1 to 6. The cases of 0 and of 7 kid-doors
are considered. The experiment shows that MBP scales about linearly in the number
of nested temporal operators, both in the case of strong and in the case of strong-cyclic
multiple reachability. In the case of 0 kid-doors and strongreachability, also SIM PLAN
with search control strategies scales linearly, and the performance is much better than
MBP. Without search strategies, SIM PLAN is not able to complete any of the tests in
this experiment.

The experimental evaluation shows that MBP is able to deal with relatively large do-
mains (some of the instances of the considered experiments have more than108 states)
and with high non-determinism, and that the performance scales well with respect to
the goal complexity. In terms of expressiveness, CTL turns out to be an interesting lan-
guage for temporally extended goals. With respect to LTL (used by SIM PLAN ), CTL
can express goals that combine universal and existential path quantifiers: this is the
case, for instance, of the strong-cyclic reachability goals. On specific planning prob-
lems, (e.g., reachability problems) the overhead w.r.t. optimized state-of-the-art algo-
rithms is acceptable. The comparison with SIM PLAN shows that the algorithms based
on symbolic techniques outperform the explicit planning algorithms in the case search
control strategies are not allowed. With search control strategies, SIM PLAN performs
better than MBP in the case of domains with a low non-determinism. The possibility
of enhancing the performance of MBP with search strategies is an interesting topic for
future research.

5 Conclusions and Related Work

In this paper, we have described a planning algorithm based on symbolic model check-
ing techniques, which is able to deal with non-deterministic domains and goals as CTL
temporal formulas. This work extends the theoretical results presented in [14] by devel-
oping a symbolic algorithm that fully exploits the potentiality of BDDs for the efficient
exploration of huge state spaces. We implement the algorithm in MBP, and perform
a set of experimental evaluations to show that the approach is practical. We test the
scalability of the planner depending on the dimension of thedomain, on the degree of
non-determinism, and on the length of the goal. The experimental evaluation gives pos-
itive results, even in the case MBP is compared with hand-tailored domain and goal
dependent heuristics (like those of SIM PLAN ), or with algorithms optimized to deal
with reachability goals.
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Besides SIM PLAN , very few attempts have been made to build planners that work
in practice in such a general setting like the one we propose.The issue of “temporally
extended goals” is certainly not new. However, most of the works in this direction re-
strict to deterministic domains, see for instance [8, 1]. Most of the planners able to deal
with non-deterministic domains, do not deal with temporally extended goals [7, 15, 3].

Planning for temporally extended goals is strongly relatedto the “synthesis prob-
lem” [12]. Indeed, the planner has to synthesize a plan from the given goal specification.
We are currently investigating the applicability of the proposed algorithm to synthesis
problems.

In this paper we focus on the case of full observability. An extension of the work to
the case of planning for extended goals under partial observability is one of the main
objectives for future research.
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